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Morphological data are at present our major source of 
information for extra-terrestrial lava flows. Lava composition and 
effusion conditions must therefore be inferred from the final 
morphology of lava flows. In this study we use three complementary 
lava flow models to infer emplacement characteristics of several of 
Alba Patera's younger flows. The results provide new insight into 
the late effusive history of this unusual volcano. 

Several models relating lava flow dimensions and morphological 
characteristics to emplacement parameters and lava composition have 
been developed using terrestrial lavas. Our study focuses on three 
models which were developed specifically for planetary application 
and, as such, use morphological parameters that can be measured 
frommany currently available planetary images. The martian volcano 
Alba Patera has numerous well-defined lava flows around its summit 
caldera and on its upper flanks which are well-suited to the 
measurements required by these models. The three complementary 
models are: the flow field growth model of Lopes & Kilburn (1) and 
Kilburn & Lopes (2), the distal flow lobe model of Wadge & Lopes 
( 3 ) ,  and the flow margin crenulation model of Bruno et. al. (4). 

The flow field growth model is based on the study of a large 
number of terrestrial aa and blocky lavas, which show that the 
overall emplacement of these lavas is systematic and that a 
general, normalized relation can be established linking final 
dimensions of a flow or flow field to the underlying slope and the 
duration of flow emplacement. Using this model, the duration of 
flow emplacement (and hence the average effusion rate) can be 
calculated from measurements of flow length, maximum width, average 
thickness, and underlying ground slope on Mars, assuming that flow 
growth patterns are similar on Mars and Earth. Application of the 
model requires a well-exposed flow for which the vent area can be 
identified or inferred. Since this model is not applicable to 
pahoehoe lavas, which have a fundamentally different growth from 
that of aa and blocky lavas (5), results are only meaningful if the 
flows are not pahoehoe. 

The flow margin crenulation model of Bruno et. al. (4) is able 
to distinguish between basaltic aa and pahoehoe lavas by means of 
fractal dimension measurements, as pahoehoe margins are 
significantly more convoluted and have different fractal 
dimensions. This model is, therefore, a good complement to the flow 
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field growth model, as it can identify pahoehoe flows for which the 
flow field growth model is not applicable. Flow margin crenulations 
can also give some indication of lava composition, as flows more 
silicic than basalt are, in general, not fractals.  his breakdown 
of fractal behaviour may be related to the andesiticldacitic flowsf 
higher viscosities and yield strengths which may suppress small- 
scale crenulations. However, measurement errors and factors such as 
steep underlying slopes could lead to non-fractal results even if 
flows are basaltic. Measurements of margin crenulations require the 
lava flow margins to be sufficiently long, clearly exposed, and 
unaffected by large-scale topographic controls. 

The distal flow lobe model of Wadge & Lopes (3) is a new 
approach based on the Bingham model which was first used for lava 
flows by Hulme (6). Wadge & Lopes proposed that the widths of 
distal lobes of lava flows are representative of the rheology of 
the lava, assuming that the lobes represent the arrest of free- 
flowing isothermal Bingham fluids on a slope. The model predicts a 
correlation between distal lobe width and silica content which can 
be normalized for martian conditions. Wadge & Lopes (3) used the 
model to investigate 20 flows from Olyrnpus Mons and found that they 
were consistent with terrestrial lavas having basaltic to andesitic 
compositions. Although the ranges of silica content and lobe width 
are wide and therefore compositions cannot be tightly constrained, 
this model is a particularly useful complement to flow margin 
crenulation measurements as it provides an independent method to 
distinguish between flows which are most likely basaltic and flows 
which may have more silicic compositions. 

In a previous study (7) we applied these three models to two 
Alba Patera flows and found the results to be consistent with a 
basaltic composition and aa texture for these flows, which were 
emplaced at average effusion rates between lo4 and lo5 m3 s-'. In this 
study we have extended the analysis to flows all around the summit 
caldera and upper flanks. Preliminary results for most flows are 
consistent with a basaltic composition and aa texture. However, 
results for some of the flows suggest that they may have a more 
silicic composition or were emplaced under different conditions. 
Although further analysis is needed to confirm these results, they 
raise the interesting possibility that Albafs eruptive history was 
marked by changes in magma composition or eruptive characteristics. 
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